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OBC NEWSLETTER
By Lee Hedgmon
We are well and truly moving into an unusually hot summer, with highs in the 90s and
sometimes just creeping towards the three digit mark. On days like these it is hard to think
about anything other than drinking an ice cold homebrew. We cringe just a little when we think
about standing out in the heat, over an open fire and hoping that our water is cold enough to
chill the wort. Don’t get me started on trying to maintain steady fermentation temperatures.
Weather has a way of inspiring homebrewers to engineer ways to make brewing easier, but it
also offers us the opportunity to explore seasonal beer styles and work with Mother Nature,
instead of trying to beat her. It’s a good thing that July is Craft Beer Month, so we can explore
those delicious beers and try to beat the heat.
We have several big events coming up and opportunities for members to give back to the
club and get free beer and the appreciation of your festival coordinator. There is still time to
volunteer to pour for the first annual Portland Craft Beer Festival, and we’re still a few shy from
our goal of 40 members for that day. So please consider spending a few hours on Sunday
pouring and talking with folks about the craft beer scene. Be sure to bring some growlers, I’m
told that volunteers will be able to fill growlers after the festival with beers of their choice. We
also still need volunteers to staff the OBC booth and do brewing demos at the Oregon Brewers Festival at the
waterfront July 22-26, 2015. This year Mead Day is on August 1st and we will be working with F. H. Steinbart to offer
experienced and new mead makers a day of honey tasting, mead sampling, and presentations by bee keepers and
commercial meaderies. Keep an eye out on the website for more news.
Along with opportunities to volunteer in July, we have started a monthly canning event with Joseph Haggard from
Crossroads Mobile Canning and Ken Bonnin, Jr. from Hi-Wheel Wines and Meads. Ken opened up his space and
Joseph is driving up from Keizer, OR to setup the canning rig. Don’t worry if you weren’t able to register for the July
12th canning event, another one has been scheduled for August 15th from 11am-6pm. Online registration will go live
mid July. Cost is very affordable, for a 5 gallon corny keg it is 25.00 for 16oz cans without labels and 40.00 if you would
like labels.
I’d like to take a moment to announce to members some projects that are in the works by our members and let you
know there are opportunities for you to become involved with the club outside of working or hanging out at festivals.
Members Eric and Lisa Hinson are currently working on a new members packet and if folks wanted to give them a
hand with collecting useful information or putting that together contact one of the board and we can get you in
contact with them. I am currently, looking for assistance on a regular basis to help out organizing the canning event.
Michele Lish stepped up and took over organizing our merchandise and with her help we will keep the beer masses
clothed in OBC gear at festivals. There are always ongoing tasks throughout the year that keep us busy but don’t
always require constant vigilance. If you have a skill and a few hours of free time, contact the board and ask how you
can help.
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It’s not too late to
GET IN ON THE ACTION!
The Portland Craft Beer Festival will feature beers brewed within the city
limits of Portland, and your club needs you to serve on Sunday afternoon,
July 5th, from 3:30-7:00.
We still have a few spots left, so bring a friend!
You are volunteering to serve beer, so of course you get beer (just not on
Sunday). You will also get a T-Shirt, a wristband, and a mug to briefly hold
your beer on the way to your mouth. Many of the beers will be special
creations and one-offs, so this may be your only opportunity to get them.
***I'M SOLD! Sign me up on the website!***
But wait, there's more! visit the PCBF website for details on your beer
drinking opportunities Friday and Saturday, and bring a growler to help kick
the remaining partial kegs after your serving shift on Sunday.
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OBC's Bus Trip to the Coast
The OBC is heading over to the Coast for a series of brewery tours on July 25, 2015. Are you on the bus? If
not, here is your chance to join the fun.
On the morning of July 25, 2015, we will be traveling to the Coast for tours and tastings at three outstanding
Oregon breweries: de Garde Brewing, Buoy Brewing, and Fort George Brewing.
The cost for the trip is $25 for OBC members and $50 for non-members. The cost for non-members is higher
because the club is subsidizing the price for members. The registration fee is fully refundable up to 72 hours
prior to departure; however, there will be no refunds after that time. NO EXCEPTIONS.
The registration fee will cover the cost of transportation, lunch, and snacks/water on the bus. However, beer
at the brewery stops is NOT covered in the registration fee - everyone is on their own for all drink purchases
at the breweries.
Please note that you are allowed to bring beer on the bus (no kegs), but we ask that you please drink in
moderation.
The bus will depart bright and early from the Washington Square promptly at 8:00 a.m. First stop is
Tillamook, then off to Astoria. We then return to Washington Square by 8:30 p.m. Space is limited.
Sign up here!
Some fine print: You must be signed into your personal account on the OBC website in order to register for the
discounted member price. If you are not signed in to your account, you will only see the non-member price. Use the
reset password link with your club contact email if you have problems signing in.
Club members may also sign-up a non-member guest during the registration process if they wish. If both members of a
Family Membership wish to attend they will need to register from each person's personal account as Family
Memberships consist of two separate, but bundled, membership accounts.
Payments will only be accepted online with a credit card or Paypal. If you are unable to make payment via either of these
methods, please contact the club Treasurer to make alternate arrangements.
Portions of this trip will be spent in various brewing areas at different locations. As a safety precaution, all participants
should wear appropriate shoes that have enclosed toes and good traction to prevent slipping.
If you find the trip is full and would like to be placed on the waiting list, please email our
bus trip organizer, Will Minderhout.
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Don't forget the OBC Pilot System!
Kristen's Reign Of Bacon
July 9th is the annual picnic at Widmer!
The Burgermeister will be providing grilled
comestibles (haven't decided if it will be
hamburgers and hot dogs or just Otto's famous
dogs).
Once again it is the generosity and cooking
talents of out membership that makes this work.
Please let me know what you will be bringing to
the meeting so we are not surprised by 40
gallons of baked beans!
If you did not attend the out meeting at
Fathead's, you missed out on some really good
beer and appetizers. A big thank you to the
servers and cooks that made all that food for us,
and to Fathead's Brewing for hosting our
meeting.
I will see you July 9th!
(Extra Member of the Year points to anyone who
brings the bacon ice cream sandwich!)

The OBC Pilot system is a full pilot brewery
available for use by the membership. It has
almost everything you need to brew a 10 gal
batch of all-grain beer. Supply the ingredients
and space to brew and you are ready to go! The
club even supplies the propane!

Some of the components available in the
system include 3 - 15.5 gal keggles, 3 propane
tanks, a 2 burner camp stove, copper immersion
chiller, copper counterflow wort chiller with a
pump, a 10 gallon cooler mash tun, hoses and
more.
The system is currently managed by the OBC
Treasurer and can be reserved on the website
by completing the form. Look for it under
Education.
Happy brewing!
Dylan
dylan.vandetta@oregonbrewcrew.org
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Oregon Brewers Festival
Volunteers are needed for our club booth at the Oregon Brewers Festival, July 22th-26th, noon
and 9:00 p.m. (noon-7:00 p.m. on Sunday). Sign up HERE!

We would also like to conduct one or two brewing demonstrations with the club’s pilot system
each day. We need a total of 26 volunteers for this event and each volunteer will receive FREE
ADMISSION to the festival, FREE BEER, a FREE MUG, and POINTS! for the Member of the Year
Award. That’s not all, if you brew a demo. beer at the festival, the club will pay for half of your
ingredients (full cost reimbursement if you bring at least 3 gallons to a club meeting –just as
long as you don’t make a crazy-expensive IPA and expect reimbursement for your $50 hop
schedule). Register early (on the website) for your choice of the best shift(s).
Contact Rick at rick.okamura@oregonbrewcrew.org with any questions. Prost!
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Education with Jason Barker!
Tips for extract brewers!
COLOR and FLAVOR: Boil as large a volume as you can possibly manage. This will reduce darkening an otherwise
lighter beer color, and give you better extraction of hop bitterness. You can use anti-foaming agents like FermCap to
limit the chance of a messy boil-over from a very full pot on your stove.
If the limiting factor of a large volume boil is your stove element not putting out enough heat, try adding a cooking
immersion heater, available starting at $15. This will reduce your heat-up times and increase your boiling volume
potential significantly.
Another “darkening” problem is the potential to caramelize partially dissolved malt extract. When you stir malt extract
into your pot, it usually does not dissolve completely and instantly. Little “blobs” of extract can remain intact for quite
awhile, even when everything looks dissolved. These blobs will sink to the bottom of your pot and can caramelize,
adding unwanted color and flavors. So, whenever you stir in extract, turn off the heat and stir until you don’t see any
undissolved bits of extract — then stir for another minute or so.
Remember that the longer you boil your wort, the darker it gets. So boil your wort only as long as the longest hop
addition requires. Also keep in mind that liquid extracts have already been boiled so it only needs to be raised to over
160°F for 15 minutes to sanitize it.
HOPS: Although boiling your hops in a bag is convenient, it can decrease the amount of bitterness (alpha acids) that are
extracted from them. Add the hops loose to your brewpot. If you let the wort sit in your brewpot for 30 minutes after you
cool it, the hop sludge will settle to the bottom and you can siphon more clear wort out. Also, knock down any hop pellet
residue clinging to the side of your brewpot as you boil. It’s not doing you any good on the side of your pot!
WATER: Be careful when adding minerals to your water when extract brewing because your extract already has the
dissolved minerals that the manufacturer used when producing the product. Since there is no way of knowing what
minerals are already in your extract, adding more is just guessing and usually counterproductive. Besides, if you’re
wanting to make the best beer by utilizing mineral additions maybe it’s time to make the step up to all grain!
YEAST: I should’ve put this last tip first because it’s by far the most important step in making the best beer; pitch enough
yeast! How much is enough?
Whitelabs vials and Wyeast smack packs both contain 100,000,000,000 (100 billion) yeast cells.
The formula for how many cells to pitch in a 5-gallon batch is:
Ales: 3.5625billion x Gravity Points of your wort* (1.050=50 Gravity Points or GP for example)
Lagers: double the ale formula
Achieve these pitch levels by using the enough packs to get to your desired rate, or save money and learn to make a
starter and/or reuse your yeast from a previous batch. Both topics we’ll try to cover in the near future, probably at a
meeting.
Happy brewing!
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Competition Update with Jamie Koty

Looking for a few more good folks to join the Competition Committee. Our next meeting will be the 13th
of July.
Currently: We're planning this years Fall Classic, and we want you to be a part.
We need:Idea people!
Can you pick things up and put them down?
Judges and folks to Drink and give feedback
Logistics
Folks with zero experience who want to fulfill their member promise to spend some time helping the club.
(Yep that's you.)
You must: Like beer, yep, that's the only prerequisite! Contact Competition Chair for more information!
FALL CLASSIC October 24, 2015
OBC vs TAMPA BEERS
Dominion Cup- Beers will be shipped out with Jason Barker 3 Day on Monday the 13th.
The club will cover the cost of shipping, but brewers are responsible for their own registration and getting
the bottles to Jason. (Widmer Meeting would be an excellent place to bring them to him!) There are a few
more spaces for Category 4 or Category 20 beers, please confirm or re-confirm with Competition Chair at
jamie.koty@oregonbrewcrew.org that you'll be participating!
ATTENTION! Changes are coming to improve feedback to you about your beers. Due to overwhelmingly
positive feedback, the decision has been made to replace Style Competition Program (SCP) with 1-on-1
BJCP feedback for the September and November meetings. Brewers of all levels are invited to signup to
participate. All styles are welcome. Contact Education Chair to Participate. 2015 Oregon State Fair
Homebrew Competition
August 7-9, 2015
Entry Deadline: July 31, 2015 http://oregonstatefair.org/competitions/home-brew/
5th Annual Orpheus Mead Fest
September 28, 2015
Entry: August 31st through September 28th. http://www.orpheuspcc.org/orpheus-meadfest.html
Upcoming competitions- We keep it updated at http://www.oregonbrewcrew.org/competitioncalendar
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Collaborator Competition
The results are in!

This year’s Collaborator brought nearly 50 entries with 13 making it to the final round, and three winners
have been chosen! Thank you to all of our brewers, judges and stewards!

And the winners are:

Dave and Mandy Hayes; Robust Farmhouse Ale.

Rodney Kibzey; Rauchbier.

2nd Win!

2nd Win!

Brian White; Session Red Rye
1st Win!
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OBC @ NHC
By Eric Hinson
“Brew’s Up San Diego” was the theme for the 2015
AHA National Homebrewers Conference and 13
members of the OBC (Brian Haslip, Dylan VanDetta,
Rick Okamura, Jason and Lisa Barker, Jon and Jodi
Campbell, Jim and Meagan Thompson, Chuck
Macaluso, Samantha Underwood, Larry Clouser and
I) rode the wave down to San Diego to attend.
While all of us were down there to learn, two of us
were also there to teach. Larry taught a seminar
entitled “Best Practices of Homebrew Retail” which
was part of the Homebrew Industry track at the
seminar. He presented ideas along with other
homebrew wholesalers about what it takes to run a
good homebrew shop. Brian presented a poster presentation entitled “Brewing Sculptures: You can
build it yourself” which gave some pointers about how to choose the materials and equipment to
build your own brewing rig as an alternative to forking over big bucks to one of the vendors on the
other side of the expo. Brian was on hand at the poster several times over the course of the event
and had many people interested in asking him questions. Homebrewing is a do-it-yourself kind of
culture anyway so it makes sense that adventurous and skilled people would quickly branch out into
building their own gear.
There were plenty of seminars. so many seminars, in fact, if you tried to go to one during every time
slot, you would miss everything else going on at the conference. You could learn about any number
of things such as; choosing the best ingredients, developing better control over brewing processes,
identifying off-flavors and their causes, exploring the possibility of going pro, and many more!
Several of the seminars were topics in which many of us would be interested. So we would
coordinate with each when several good seminars were offered in the same time slot, or when a
really good seminar was full we could count on each other to save seats! We are excited to share
what we learned with the rest of the club, so stay tuned! As the weekend progressed the National
Homebrew Competition was on everyone’s mind as well.. Jason, Chuck, and fellow OBC members
Steve Carper and Rodney Kibzey had advanced from the Seattle Regional into the finals and we
couldn’t wait to find out how they had done. Jason, Chuck and Rick were also gracious enough to
volunteer their time and judge the final round. When it was all said and done Rodney snagged a
silver medal for his Pilsner! The roar at the OBC was loud and proud as they announced his name.
Another well known Oregon homebrewer and member of the Central Oregon Homebrewers
Organization, Randy Scorby, took home a gold medal for his Dark Lager. Several other Oregon and
Washington homebrewers took home hardware which was a joy to see.
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OBC NHC continued…

All throughout the conference, and especially on Club Night, we got to interact with members of
other homebrew clubs near and far. Members of fellow Portland clubs; The PDX Brewers and The
Portland Brewers Collective were in attendance as well as clubs from across the country and around
the world. Some of the names were familiar like the Maltose Falcons, the Carolina Brewmasters
(2014 Radegast Club) and the Brewing Network while some names were unknown, but instantly
memorable, like the San Luis Obispo Brewers (or SLOBs), the Diablo Order of Zymiracle Enthusists
(DOZE) and the Mad Zymurgists. Everyone was friendly and quick to strike up a conversation about
where you were from and what you had bubbling away at home. The camaraderie of the
homebrewing community was great to witness. Several members of the club finished off the
weekend in style with a late night tour of the famous North Park neighborhood.
While
unfortunately, some of the places in the planned crawl ended up being closed, we made the best of
it and made it to two stops, the Blind Lady Ale House and the Toronado Ale House. It was very
exciting to see Hair of the Dog and Cascade Barrel House offerings in the bottle fridge at Toronado,
they also had Deschutes Abyss on draft. The great beer was made even more enjoyable by the
$2.00 street tacos outside that might be the best you’ll ever eat. A lot of fun was had, but also a lot
learned. It was an amazing weekend in San Diego! We are looking forward to sharing what we’ve
learned with the rest of the club in the upcoming months.
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Brewing with Experimental Hops
By Eric Hinson
One of the seminars I attended at the 2015 NHC Homebrewers Conference was “Brewing with
Experimental Hops: A New Hop Variety Just for Homebrewers” presented by Jason Perrault (Hop
Breeding Company), Karl Vanevenhoven (Yakima Chief-Hopunion) and Vinnie Cilurzo (Russian River
Brewing). The reason I wanted to share what I picked up in this seminar is because I think this is a
unique opportunity for homebrewers to have their voices heard in hop breeding specifically, and just
ingredient formulation in general.
Hop breeding is a long process involving 10-13 years of cross-breeding before a hop can be
commercialized. It involves lots of “failures” as you whittle thousands of potential strains down to
one. The target could be a certain flavor profile, aroma profile or alpha acid content. Traditionally
experimental hops are presented to commercial brewers first to see if they have any retail potential
and to see how well they work on larger scales. However for this hop, named HBC 438, they decided
to do the opposite and release it to homebrewers first. The reason they decided to do this was that
homebrewers are known to brew smaller batches, brew more often and be a lot more experimental.
So, for example, rather than 3 different commercial brewers looking at a high alpha aroma hop and
they all make an IPA with it. Homebrewers, however, will be more likely to try something really
different. So while one might brew a hoppy stout another might try a dry hopped pilsner and still
others could try even more different styles and see what kind of flavor interactions this hop has with
all kinds of different malts and ingredients.
Russian River brewed a beer with this hop, called Ron Mexico (after the nickname the hop had been
given by its breeders), as a commemorative beer for the conference. I was lucky enough to draw this
beer as one of the randomly selected commemorative beers to take home. This will be the only
commercial brewing with this hop for a while. It wasn’t stated how long they would give the
homebrewers a chance to play around with it before they release it everyone. They also gave us
samples of the hop to bring home and brew with.
Here are some stats from the presentation and from my sample:
16.6% Alpha Acids (Ranges from 14-18), 6.2% Beta Acid Aroma Profile – Lemon, Minty herbal, stone
fruit Flavor Profile – Citrus, Tropical Fruit (pineapple), herbal, grassy. The Ron Mexico beer was quite
tasty and very unique. Be on the look out for this new hop at a homebrew store near you! Cheers!
(You will need to log in to an AHA account to see the seminar)
Link to Powerpoint HERE
Link to audio of presentation HERE
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Portland Fruit Beer Homebrew Competition Results
2015 PFBF homebrew competition featured so many great fruit beers and combinations, the
judges (thanks again judges!!!) had quite a difficult time picking their favorites. Somehow, they
managed to get the job done. Perhaps all the free beer helped...
Category Winners
Light: Bryan Kast -- Orange Peel Red Ale
Dark: Chuck Macaluso -- Blueberry Raspberry Porter
Sour/Wild: Peter McDowell -- Strawberry Farmhouse Ale
Spice/Herb: Colin Pearson -- Basil Watermelon Blonde Ale
Cider/Perry: Ritch Marvin -- Apple Pear Cherry Cider

Best of Show: Colin Pearson
Congratulations to all the winners! We look forward to the entries next year's talent will proffer.
Thank you again to Burnside Brewing Company for their continued support of local homebrewers
and the Oregon Brew Crew.
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2015 Radegast Club of the Year
Well, we didn’t win but here’s the message we got from the AHA. Maybe next year!!

2015 Radegast Club of the Year Score Report: Oregon Brew Crew
Prepared by the AHA Radegast Sub Committee
Congratulations again go to the Maltose Falcons for winning the 2015 Radegast Club of the Year
award and for their contributions to homebrewing. There were many great contenders in this year’s
pool of submissions. So many clubs are doing so many incredible things that we’ll be producing a
report to share with the AHA Membership to spread the awesomeness around the globe!
We’ve included the score and selected comments of the six judges who reviewed your club’s
presentation. The entries were graded on a 50 point scale with points being awarded for:
Awesomeness (20 points), Diversity (5), Philanthropy (5), Promotion (5), Brewing/Teaching (5) and
Presentation (10). (Our score was 40.1).
Thank you for taking the time to enter this year, and we hope you’ll consider entering in next year!
Keep an eye on HomebrewersAssociation.org for details on the 2016 Radegast Club of the Year
award. If you have any questions, please contact AHAGC-Radegast@brewersassociation.org.

Select Comments:
Love that OBC mentioned not only women and racial minorities, but also LGBT community
representation in their club
Great example of promoting and supporting diversity, as well as using a variety of creative ways to
promote the hobby. Awesome video! Your club's enthusiasm is contagious!
Nice way to combine philanthropy and the environment/sustainable brewing - which are important
in that area of the country
Awesome diversity. Really good and diverse philanthropy. Above average promotion and teaching.
Room to grow.

What will you do to help us raise the bar and become even more AWESOME?
(We still need help at Portland Craft Beer Fest, OBF, and we are always looking for
next year’s Board members!)
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Member of the Year Points:
Brian Haslip - 76

President, Lee Hedgmon
lee.hedgmon@oregonbrewcrew.org
Vice President, Will Minderhout
will.minderhout@oregonbrewcrew.org
Treasurer, Dylan VanDetta
dylan.vandetta@oregonbrewcrew.org

Mat Osborne - 63
Eric Hinson - 59
Jim Thompson- 54
Eric Metcalf - 22
Corrie Heath - 14
Tyler Brotherton- 10
Dave Hamiliton - 7

Secretary, Jodi Campbell

Charles Macaluso - 7

jodi.campbell@oregonbrewcrew.org

Gary Hibers- 7

Education Committee Chair, Jason Barker

Jessica Prior- 5

jason.barker@oregonbrewcrew.org
Competition Committee Chair, Jamie Koty
jamie.koty@oregonbrewcrew.org
Communications Committee Chair, Jenn McPoland
jenn.mcpoland@oregonbrewcrew.org

Jon Boerner - 2
OBC Cup Points:
Charles Macaluso - 199
Jim Thompson- 110
Alex Brehm - 19
Jason Barker- 16

Festival Coordinator, Rick Okumura

Eric Hinson- 8

rick.okamura@oregonbrewcrew.org

Eric Metcalf- 3

Burgermeister, Kristen “Bacon” Lunden
kristen.lunden@oregonbrewcrew.org
Historian, Jeremie Landers
historian@oregonbrewcrew.org
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